Abstract
While effective cognitive performance requires focusing of 26 attention on relevant information and ignoring irrelevant sen-27 sory inputs, one must retain the ability to respond to potentially 28 important novel events in the environment. Previous studies have 29 used the so-called auditory distraction paradigm [3, 7, 26, 32] to 30 examine the effect of task-irrelevant sound changes on behavior 31 and event-related potentials (ERPs). In this paradigm, subjects 32 discriminate sounds on one dimension (e.g., sound duration) 33 while task-irrelevant changes occur in some other dimension 34 (e.g., pitch) of the same sounds. Typically, deviant auditory 35 stimuli produce a brief degradation of performance (reaction 36 times increase and hit rates decrease) that is accompanied by 37 two characteristic responses in event-related brain potentials 38 (ERPs), the mismatch negativity (MMN) and the subsequent P3a 39 response, occurring within 100-400 ms from the change onset. 40 The MMN is associated with auditory change detection, while 41 the P3a is associated with involuntary shifting of attention to 42 task-irrelevant features of the sounds [8] . Several cortical areas 43 including the supratemporal and inferior frontal cortices and the 44 temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) have been implicated in these 45 functions by ERP source analyses [1, 23, 27, 30] and functional 46 magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [19, 21, 24] . However, pre-47 vious studies have not focused directly on mapping the brain 48 activation underlying the behavioral distraction effect. Here, we 49 examine in detail the cortical circuits involved in auditory change 50 detection and distraction of focused auditory attention using cor-51 tical surface mapping techniques that provide increased spatial 52 precision [10] .
53
Twelve right-handed healthy subjects (20-27 years old; 6 54 males) participated in the experiment. The data from one sub-55 ject was rejected from the analysis due to a high error rate (over 56 were presented at constant 1.1 s onset-to-onset intervals. Soft It could be argued that these behavioral distraction effects 109 were not due to distraction but to intrinsic differences in (Fig. 1a) . However, the results was mainly caused by the unpredictability and rarity of the 138 task-irrelevant pitch changes.
139
As the subjects performed the discrimination task (main 
155
fMRI activations were analyzed on the cortical surface 156 of each subject using the following steps: first, cortical sur-157 faces were extracted from high-resolution anatomical images, 158 transformed to spherical standard space, and anatomically nor-159 malized on the basis of the cortical gyral and sulcal patterns using 160 FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) [6,9]. SurfRe-161 lax (http://www.cns.nyu.edu/∼jonas/software.html) [18] was 162 used to preprocess (segmentation and removal of subcorti-163 cal structures including the cerebellum) some of the images. 164 Next, the three dimensional (3D) spherical cortical surfaces 165 were rotated and projected to a two dimensional (2D) space 166 separately for each hemisphere using equal area Mollweide 167 projections (Fig. 1b) permitting a view of the entire cortical 168 surface (see http://www.ebire.org/hcnlab/cortical-mapping for 169 further details). This procedure produced 3D-to-2D anatom-170 ical transformation matrices for each subject that were then 171 applied separately for each functional image. Finally, the func-172 tional maps on the 2D surface were analyzed using the tools 173 developed by the Analysis Group at the Oxford Centre for 174 Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) and implemented as soft-175 ware tools within FMRIB's software library (FSL, release 3.3, 176 http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) [34] . The first five images were 177 excluded from analysis to eliminate magnetization effects. The 178 data were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 3 mm 179 full-width half-maximum and high-pass filtered (cutoff 40 s). 180 First-level statistical analysis was carried out using general lin-181 ear modeling (FMRIB's Improved Linear Model). The time of 182 occurrence of each task-irrelevant pitch change and the time 183 of 27.5-s silent periods were entered separately to the model. 184 Thus, the other periods during which the subject was perform-185 ing non-distracted loudness discrimination with standard-pitch 186 tones (i.e., constant-pitch trials) were used as baseline. However, 187 the first 12 s of each performance block after the 27.5-s breaks 188 were excluded (i.e., these periods were modeled separately) due 189 to the possible enhanced activation levels caused by the begin-190 ning of a tone sequence [20] . The hemodynamic responses to 191 the 27.5-s breaks (and to the 12-s block-onset periods) were 192 modeled with a gamma-function (mean lag 6 s, S.D. 3 s) and 193 its temporal derivative. The responses to task-irrelevant pitch 194 changes were modeled with a double-gamma-function and its 195 temporal derivative. The model and data underwent similar tem-196 poral filtering. Finally, several contrasts were specified to create 197 Z statistic images comparing task-irrelevant pitch changes and 198 27.5-s breaks against the baseline (non-distracted discrimination 199 task). In the group analyses (FMRIB's Local Analysis of Mixed 200 Effects), Z statistic images were thresholded with Z > 2.3 and a 201 (corrected) cluster significance threshold of P < 0.01.
202
In order to reveal activations associated with the focused 203 discrimination-task performance (including activations asso-204 ciated with presentation of sounds and active listening), the 205 non-distracted (constant-pitch) trials were contrasted with short 206 no-task periods without sounds where subjects were only 207 required to maintain fixation. Activations were observed in the 208 auditory areas of the supratemporal gyrus (STG) and Heschl's 209 gyri (HG) bilaterally, due to auditory stimulation and attention-210 enhanced processing of sounds [13, 22, 25] (Fig. 1c and d for responding [5] (Fig. 1c) . In addition, left-hemisphere activa- (Fig. 1d) . In addition, activations were detected 224 bilaterally in the insula (in the Sylvian fissure, SF). [4, 16, 17, 19, 29, 33] . The 268 present left-hemisphere dominance of the parietal activations 269 suggests that these activations were related to the control of 270 motor attention [28] after the distracting events. Consistently, 271 the task-irrelevant pitch changes also enhanced activity in the 272 medial motor areas in the left MedFG and in the CG bilater-273 ally [5] . Thus, task-irrelevant, distracting pitch changes appear 274 to trigger activation in several brain areas involved in auditory 275 change detection, involuntary attention, control of the motor 276 task, and voluntary reconfiguration of focused performance.
277
The cortical network of loudness-discrimination perfor-278 mance and the network activated following unexpected pitch 279 changes overlapped in a few cortical areas (yellow in Fig. 1c 280  and d) including the right STG, the left medial frontal cortex, 281 the left PreCG, and the left inferior parietal cortex. These might 282 be areas where focused task performance and the processing 283 of task-irrelevant, pitch changes shared common resources and 284 came into conflict contributing to deterioration in performance 285 speed and accuracy. 
